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Subject Topics to be
covered

Key Learning

Main topic:
Post 1914 Literature
text: ‘An Inspector
Calls’ or ‘The
Woman in Black’

Other topics:
Non-fiction extracts

Students will focus their studies this half term on either ‘An Inspector Calls’ or
‘The Woman in Black’. They will analyse the text in detail zooming in on key
scenes and identifying the language and structure used by the writer to
portray characters and themes. Students will also look at the wider themes
across the texts and the contextual factors that influenced the writing of the
text. The skills they practise in this unit are assessed at GCSE in the English
Literature exam.

As well as studying ‘An Inspector Calls’ or ‘The Woman in Black’ this half
term, students will be introduced to a range of non-fiction extracts, focusing in
particular on how language and structure is used to create meaning.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Research what life was like in Britain after 1914. What impact did the
First World War have on society? (consider the position of women, the
state of government, international relations, social class etc.)

‘An Inspector Calls’:
1. Find out about the life of J.B. Priestley- create a biographical mind

map.
2. Look up the terms ‘Socialist’ and ‘Capitalist’ and write down a

definition. Consider the differences between the two.
3. Research what life was like in Edwardian Britain (e.g. politics, class

structure, position of women etc.)
‘The Woman in Black’:

1. Find out about the life of Susan Hill- create a biographical mind map.
2. Research Gothic Literature (The British Library website is fantastic:

https://www.bl.uk/romantics-and-victorians/themes/the-gothic)

https://www.bl.uk/romantics-and-victorians/themes/the-gothic


Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Biology Topic 6
Plant Structures and
their Functions

What is photosynthesis and what factors affect it?
How are water and sucrose transported around a plant?
How are plants adapted for their functions?
What is the importance of plant hormones?

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Google search ‘Private Life of Plants Attenborough’ and watch the
video.

2. Make sure you know the word equation for photosynthesis and look up
how each reactant and product get in and out of the plant.

C16 Chemical Cells
and Fuel Cells
C17 Groups of the
periodic table

● Why do batteries go ‘flat’?
● What happens in a hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell?
● What are the strengths and weaknesses of fuel cells?
● What are the properties and reactions of the elements in groups 1, 7

and 0?

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Watch the fuse school video on Fuel Cells
(https://youtu.be/5_lDGna9MBM).

2. Write down 5 key points from this video.

Edexcel GCSE (9-1)

P10 Electricity and
P11 Static Electricity

● Define key terms of current, charge and voltage?
● Describe common electrical safety features are there in the home?
● Calculate current, voltage, power and energy transferred?
● Design and draw simple circuit diagrams
● How does the shape and size of an electric field explain some of the

phenomena caused by static electricity?
● Explain how earthing can be used to reduce static

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Using the internet and textbooks explain how a balloon can become
charged and then cause pieces of paper to be attracted.

https://youtu.be/5_lDGna9MBM
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Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Combined Science

CC14 Rates of
Reaction

● How do changes in conditions affect the rate of reactions?

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Watch the video https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zct4fcw/video
and summarise the key points

Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Combined Science

CC15 Heat Energy
Changes in
Chemical Reactions

● What are exothermic and endothermic reactions?
● How can heat changes in solution be investigated?
● How are energy changes in reactions calculated?

Pre-exposure
homework

Go on YouTube and watch the following video starring Professor Poliakoff
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QfC9kifJyWI

Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Combined Science

CP9  Electricity and
Circuits

● What is current, charge and voltage?
● How do you calculate current, voltage, power and energy transferred?
● What common electrical safety features are there in the home?

Pre-exposure
Homework

1. Using the internet and textbooks research electric currents and then
write three sentences stating what electrical current is, how some
insulators can become charged and the units for electrical current.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zct4fcw/video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QfC9kifJyWI


Me, myself and I Students will:
● Research and respond to a range of artists who explore personal

identity in their work.
● Use their recording skills to produce a series of detailed observational

self portraits.
● Produce a thoughtful collage of personal memorabilia.( max size A2).
● Develop responses to create a final outcome inspired by Portraiture.
● Resources will be available on google classroom

class code is - eyyr9xd

Pre-exposure
homework

The Students have all been given a summer research task.
1. Artist research
2. Photography

Any visits to galleries would also enrich the wider understanding of art – take
photos if possible or collect leaflets.

Complete Unit 4:
Operations

Students will develop an understanding of production and the operational side
of the business.  The core topics covered in this unit include:

● Production processes
● Quality of goods and services
● The sales process and customer service
● Consumer law.
● Business location
● Working with suppliers

Once this is complete students will begin Unit 5: Finance.

Pre-exposure
homework

Students should research and consider the questions:
1. Explain why working closely with suppliers is important.
2. Identify 5 factors that an entrepreneur needs to consider when

choosing the right location for the business.
3. Why is customer service important?
4. What are the consequences of failing to provide a good level of

service to the customer?
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Cambridge National Enterprise and
Marketing

R065 Design a
Business Proposal

Students will complete the R065 project during the first two weeks of the half
term. They will then begin to make improvements to their project work
following feedback from their teachers.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Students should use their time outside of lessons to make
improvements to their project work based on their teacher feedback.

2. They might also choose to carry out further research into their product
designs which would further strengthen their work.

GCSE DT GCSE Major Project
NEA Based on
selected Context
from the Exam
Board.

A01:
Initial Design Ideas – 3D forms in Card and other suitable modelling materials.
Modelling and experimenting with collapsible structures, ideas and concepts
and further developments in CAD.

Further Research – Investigating different Materials, Modelling Materials and
finishes available to manufacture the products.  Manufacturing processes and
scale.

Completing Unit 3 Materials  and 6 Design principles.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Unit 3 Properties of materials
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zjgyb82/revision/1 This contains
most of the materials you will require to enhance your learning for this
topic.

2. Work through slides 1-6 and complete the test:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zjgyb82/test

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zjgyb82/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zjgyb82/test


Graphic
Communication

Unit 2 Distortion and Portraits
Creating a magazine layout of a distorted portrait of a person or animal with
artist research.

CAD Practicals: Low Poly portraits, tracing and flattening tone in illustrator
and image manipulation using colour filter and layer styles using photoshop.

Printing: Block, mono, jelly plate, stencil, etching, carbon paper

Focus skills: Front cover layout, paper and print sizes, QC and Printing
knowledge.

Elements of Art: Shape Size Random Rule of Thirds and Balance.

Artists: Jimmy Turrell, Warhol, Hattie Stewart, Opie, Mark Powell and
Hockney

Pre-exposure
Homework

1. Pre reading and artist research pages can be completed from the list
above.

2. Make sure you have completed Unit 3 and have responded and acted
on feedback received.

3. See google classroom for resources.

WJEC Level  2 Hospitality &
Catering

Unit 2:
NEA Theory

Unit 2: L03
Practical work

Students will gain an understanding of the different types of nutrients needed
to maintain a healthy lifestyle. They will research and study the differences
and similarities between teenagers' diets and adults, and plan a range of
suitable dishes to meet the needs of both dietary requirements.

Students will increase their skill repertoire this term by developing knowledge
of making high level catering products.. for example: lemon meringue pie,
creme brulee, shepherds pie, rough puff pastry and many types of garnishes

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Explore menus from a range of hospitality establishments.
2. What skills could you demonstrate from the dishes on the menu?
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Social  issues Students will learn key vocabulary to talk about social issues within society
and lifestyles of young people.  We will focus on developing reading and
listening skills.  We will also develop our knowledge of recognition of different
tense in written texts.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. List 10 French words related to this topic, such as ‘homelessness’
using www.wordreference.com .  Give your opinion on these issues in
French

2. Go to www.languagesonline.org.uk to revise one tense you feel less
confident with

Changing Cities Changing cities – this covers an overview of global urban processes and
trends and detailed case studies of a major UK city and a major city in a
developing or emerging country.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Research different types of settlements – use the following link to help
http://www.s-cool.co.uk/gcse/geography/settlements
What has changed within the UK?

2. What has happened in developing or emerging countries – use the
following link to help
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/z972k7h/revision How and
why are they different to cities found in the UK?

Travel and Tourism Students will know vocabulary and structures linked to the topic of holidays
including: countries, weather, accommodation, places of interest, sports,
hobbies, music, film, food and eating out. They will understand how  to use
the perfect and imperfect tenses to describe a past holiday or trip and they will
also revise future and conditional tenses. They will continue to practise exam
skills such as listening and reading comprehension, translation, photo cards
and role-plays.

http://www.wordreference.com
http://www.languagesonline.org.uk
http://www.s-cool.co.uk/gcse/geography/settlements
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/z972k7h/revision
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/z972k7h/revision


Pre-exposure
homework

1. Students should learn the vocabulary on these topics which are on the
Google Classroom, in the Revision guides and kerboodle online.

2. Students should use www.languagesonline to revise tenses.

Conflict & Tension in
Asia, 1950-1975

Students will continue to develop their extended writing and communication
skills through the completion of AQA examination question. Through this
process they will also develop the historical skills required to make progress
and achieve in the subject.

Students will develop contextual knowledge and understanding in relation to
key issues associated with the Vietnam War, including:

● How & why did the war escalate in Vietnam?
● How and why did US involvement peak under President Johnson?
● How did tactics differ between the US & the Viet Cong?
● What problems did the Americans face?
● How and why did the conflict end in Vietnam?

In addition, there will be a brief recap (2-3 lessons) of the Korea unit.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Why was Dien Bien Phu (1954) so significant in relation to future
conflict in Vietnam? Research the key question and record your
answer, focusing on the consequences of Dien Bien Phu.

2. Watch the following link and record why the Vietcong’s guerrilla tactics
were so successful:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huRWshoW7T8

3. Why was the Tet Offensive (1968) a turning point in the Vietnam War?
Research the key question and record your answer, focusing on key
themes such as the social, military and political impact of the Tet
Offensive.

Collecting
Presenting and
Interpreting Data

Students will learn about characteristics of data and information, and how
they are used by organisations to make decisions

http://www.languagesonline
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huRWshoW7T8
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Pre-exposure
homework

Look at the website https://informationisbeautiful.net/ to investigate ways that
data can be represented

Component 3:
Creating the Media

TV Sit-com

Students will continue with their coursework assignments started in the
summer term – 30% of final GCSE Grade

Week Beginning 1/11 – submission of draft version of product(s) and
Statement of Aims
Preparation for Component 2 Section A and B of the second GSCE exam

Study of set topics
Television Sitcom – Friends and The IT Crowd
A detailed study of a specific television genre. Consideration of TV genres,
their distinct social and cultural significance in terms of their particular
representations of the world, their financial importance to the television
industry, and their popularity with television audiences.

Each set option involves study of a complete episode from a contemporary
programme and one ten minute extract from a programme produced in the
past, designed to enable students to develop a knowledge and understanding
of how genres change over time. Students will explore how media language,
representations, messages and values, themes and issues in the specified
sitcoms reflect the key social, cultural, political and historical contexts in which
they are produced.

The complete episodes set will also exemplify industry issues and emerging,
contemporary developments in television in the form of online broadcasting
and address key aspects of media audiences, including targeting,
consumption and appeals.

https://informationisbeautiful.net/


Pre-exposure
homework

TV SIT-COM:
1. Look at as many examples as possible of the media of the genre as

possible. Think about codes and conventions in terms of; narrative,
locations, characters.

2. Do some research into 2 of our set products – Friends and The IT
Crowd and the industries which produce them and come to the
lessons already knowing something about them.

Completion of
coursework for
Components 1 and
2
Preparation for
Component 3

Component 1 - Performance
Students will record their final performance pieces and submit the score.
Component 2 - Composition
Students will have time to do the final preparation work for their free
composition. Students will learn the vital importance of having a clear brief
which outlines the following: (i) what they are aiming to achieve (ii) the
devices and techniques used to realise your aim.
Component 3 - Appraising
Students will start revisiting the Set works / Wider Listening and practice
exam questions.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Create an essential vocabulary list for each set work and continue to
listen to both the set works and wider listening pieces.

Component 1-
Devising (portfolios)
40% of qualification
Component 3-
Theatre makers in
practice(written
paper and text) 40%
of the qualification

Component 1- portfolio/practical submission
● Students can create a peice of devised theatre through a practical

rehearsal process.
● Students perform final devised product for examination.
● Students are to finalise their portfolios for submission. In year 10

students created a piece of devised theatre.
● As part of this component they are expected to submit a written

portfolio that is an analysis and evaluation of their process.
● Students have already submitted the first draft and will be given

feedback to improve their work ready for final submission.
Component 3- Set text

● Students will start to look at ‘The Crucible by Arthur Miller’, This is a
set text from the exam board and will form part of the students' written
exam at the end of Year 11.
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● Students will be required to answer six questions in their exam with
short and extended responses. The focus of these responses is
bringing the text to life.

● Bringing the text to life requires a practical approach to the unit
allowing students to visualise the script being performed. Therefore
there will be practical sessions combined with theory and writing
structure lessons.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Students have been set a summer task linking to the play ‘The
Crucible’.

a. They are to explore the staging of act 1 through a practical
craft task.

b. They will be required to present their findings in September.

Choosing pathways
for learning

Students will refine their skills in sporting activities and participate in activities
of interest. Lessons will aim to be inclusive, active and engaging in order to
cater for the individual needs of all students. Students will follow a curriculum
pathway linked to their interests and needs by participating in traditional and
alternative activities to maintain interest and maximise activity levels in a fun
and purposeful manner..

Students will also participate and follow a health based curriculum to raise
awareness of the importance of physical activity, with the aim for students to
challenge themselves to improve levels of fitness and improve general well
being in a range of fitness activities.

Enrichment activities will be offered to allow students to participate
recreationally and competitively in a range of sporting activities linked to
competition calendars..



Religion and Life Looking at ethical arguments from both religious and non-religious (Humanist)
perspectives. Including:

- Environmental issues
- Animal rights
- Abortion
- Euthanasia

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Look out for and collect news articles linked to any of these topics –
what do key religious leaders believe about any of the above topics?

Travel and Tourism Students will know vocabulary and structures linked to the topic of holidays
including: countries, weather, accommodation, places of interest, sports,
hobbies, music, film, food and eating out. They will understand how  to use
the preterite and imperfect tenses to describe a past holiday or trip and they
will also revise future and conditional tenses. They will continue to practise
exam skills such as listening and reading comprehension, translation, photo
cards and role-plays.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Students should learn the vocabulary on these topics which are on the
Google Classroom, in the Revision guides and kerboodle online.

2. Students should use www.languagesonline to revise tenses.

Applied anatomy
and physiology
Physical training

Socio-cultural
influences Sports
psychology Health,
fitness and
well-being

Students will develop their knowledge of the skeletal and muscular system
including the location of major bones and muscles. The function of each
system and how muscles work to cause movement before examining the
effects of exercise on the skeletal and muscular system

Students will develop their knowledge of socio-cultural issues, sports
psychology and health, fitness and wellbeing. Students will be able to apply
topics to practical examples from physical activities and sports

http://www.languagesonline
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Practical activity
assessment
Analysing and
Evaluating
Performance (AEP)

You will be assessed in a range of activities which will include team and
individual sports as well as evaluating your fitness and skill performance in
controlled assessment. It is desirable that you represent sports clubs at a
community level

Pre-exposure
homework

1. The EverLearner will be used to support students with videos prior to
the lessons to use a Flipped Learning model to prepare students for
the lesson followed by assessments to consolidate understanding.

Year 11 Cambridge National
Level 2 in Sports Science

R043:
Body’s response to
physical activity

Students will develop their knowledge of the skeletal and muscular system
including the location of major bones and muscles. The function of each
system and how muscles work to cause movement before examining the
effects of exercise on the skeletal and muscular system

Pre-exposure
homework

1. How many bones are there in an adult?
2. Identify at least 10 bones and commit them to memory
3. Identify at least 10 muscles and commit them to memory

Work related
Learning and
Enterprise

Knowledge:
Job/ college/ apprenticeship application process
What is available and achievable
How to be successful in an interview
How a local company works

Skills:
Making the most of personal opportunities
Effective letter writing
Effective oral communication
Effective research skills
Supporting others



Independent Living

Report writing
Producing an excellent CV

Knowledge of:
How to deal with electricity, gas and water supplies safely
Ability to budget
Ability to save for a purpose

Skills:
Research
Discussion
Compromise
Effective planning
Working well as a group and as an individual
Literacy and numeracy

Continue
Preparing for a
Healthy Lifestyle

Participating in
Exercise

Planning for
Personal
Development

Students will be able to:
● evaluate their own healthy  lifestyle
● work towards developing a healthier lifestyle

Students will be able to:
● understand the benefits of exercise
● understand how to reduce risks when participating in exercise
● be able to review own participation in exercise

Students will be able to:
● identify own personal strengths
● identify  own personal development needs
● plan for personal development and producing action plans
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Designing & Making
Principles (NEA-
non examined
assessment)

Core technical
principles

Specialist technical
principles

The Non-exam assessment will contribute towards 50% of the students
overall mark. Students will complete development of their proposal started in
Summer term by generating design ideas and developing these to create a
final design solution through sketches and samples (modelling), that fully
meets the requirements of the identified user group.

Students will engage in a variety of revision activities to enhance their
knowledge in preparation for their GCSE Technology exam

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Look at the revision material on Google Classroom and start to test
yourself on the multiple choice questions. Use the CGP revision guide
available to purchase.

Higher Tier
Key learning: For full details please look in the specification at
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/mathematics/gcse/mathematics-8300 and search for the code below.

Probability P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P8, P9

Algebra A4, A5, A6, A7

Numerical Methods A20

Circle Theorems G10

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Ensure that you can solve linear equations, go on Hegarty Maths to
practise.

2. Find out as many circle theorems as you can (use youtube or
mathswatch clip or other resources).  Be prepared to discuss what you
have found.

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/mathematics/gcse/mathematics-8300


Foundation
Key learning: For full details please look in the specification at
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/mathematics/gcse/mathematics-8300 and search for the code below.

Probability P2, P3, P5, P6, P8

Volume R12, G16, G17, N8

Measures N16, G14, N13, R1, R11

Construction and
loci

G2

Algebra A4, A5, A6, A7

Scatter Graphs S6

Pre- exposure
Homework

1. Find out how to work out the volume of as many solids as you can.
2. Find out how to construct a perpendicular bisector.

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/mathematics/gcse/mathematics-8300

